
Functional Mission of the
Corporate Researcher

RESEARCH RETAINERS
WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER

A corporate researcher’s sole purpose
is to support internal teams and overall
corporate objectives, and in turn, do
their part to keep shareholders happy.
To be successful, the corporate
researcher needs to protect their
research budget and get critical data
into the hands of the people who need
it as quickly as possible.

Corporate researchers are both paid
for and judged by their ability to
support corporate objectives, but their
hands are frequently tied right out of
the gate. Research retainers
streamline the most common
challenges and unlock a new level of
productivity.

 ELIMINATE YOUR 
BIGGEST CHALLENGES:

Budget reductions: 
Quarter/year-end “use it or lose it” situations and

budget fluctuations create an inconsistent

environment for teams who depend on resources

to manage workflow. 

Contract review/approval processes: 
These important but often complicated and

lengthy processes create unmanageable barriers

for researcher teams whose functional mission

depends on responsiveness and agility.

Last-minute research requests:
Whether due to poor stakeholder planning or any

number of legitimate urgent research needs, such

requests are often unfeasible in corporate

research environments.

Enabling corporate research teams
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Protects your research budget, enabling
you to execute research engagements
even when economic times are tough.

Identify a trusted supplier – a firm with whom

you’ve had many successful engagements and

trust implicitly for a longer-term relationship.

Confirm supplier is amenable to retainer

contract (spoiler alert: they all are).

Draft a contract using simple language to define

the nature of the expected engagements and the

amount of initial funding. Include enough context

for internal Legal team requirements, but not so

much that it limits the type or scope of

engagements you can run.

Submit contract through your organization’s

review/approval process.

Sit back and revel in the fact that if someone

arrives at your office door with a new project

request, you could kick it off the moment they

walk out.

Continue funding as budget allows. Be careful

not stash ALL your research budget in a single

supplier’s retainer in the event you need to fund

other engagements, as needed.

While often associated with
specialized services such as legal or
creative, there is no reason retainer
contracts cannot also be leveraged to
arm corporate research teams with
the resources they need to be
successful.
 

A research retainer is a simple
contract with a trusted supplier,
designed to fund a variety of
engagements over time, streamline
the contract review/approval process,
and enable corporate researchers to
immediately kick off research
engagements – even during down
times.

Retainers eliminate approval process
logjams, protect your budget, and
enable immediate project kickoffs.
These contracts benefit everyone:
stakeholders, researchers, contract
and legal departments, customers, 
and shareholders.

Research Retainer 
to the Rescue

Setting up a Retainer Contract:

Key Benefits:
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One contract funds as many projects as
you can execute with it. Kiss those days
of processing individual project contracts
goodbye.

Language in retainer contracts is simple,
so the time required for legal review of
the initial contract is surprisingly quick.

Continue to fund the retainer over time,
or not, as budgets allow.

Subsequent funding can come from
anywhere. Leftover budget at quarter’s
end? A stakeholder who can contribute
budget?  Pop that money in the retainer.

Empowers you to take on projects that
were previously not possible due to time
constraints.


